
SUPPORTING NETWORKING EVOLVING
WE PROVIDE COMPLETE

TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
WE AIM AT DEVELOPING A STRONG 

AND SUSTAINABLE NETWORK. 
WE ARE PUSHING, SHAPING AND  

RE-INVENTING THE INDUSTRY SINCE 1996.

CORPORATE 
OVERVIEWModular floating systems

OUR MISSION: Develop, produce and commercialize 
docks and modular floating systems that are adapted 

to the needs of our clients  all over the world, while 
participating in our partner’s development!

Candock is also 20 years of continuous growth and 
success. Our company is now known as a world 

leader in engineering, manufacturing, distributing 
and installing modular floating docks. 

And it’s only the beginning!
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CANDOCK COPORATE PROFILE

OUR MISSION
Develop, produce and commercialize docks and modular floating systems that are adapted to the 
needs of our international clientele. Always put the development of our partners at the forefront while 
taking into account the qualities and skills of the latter as well as their goals and ambitions.

OUR HISTORY
20 years of continuous growth and success. Our company is now known as a world leader in 
engineering, manufacturing, distributing and installing modular floating systems. And it’s only the 
beginning!

OUR EXPERTISE
For over 20 years, our team has developed an expertise in producing the highest quality plastics. 
Today, our customers can benefit from our ability to manufacture a wide range of products in our 
recently expanded plant equipped with modern and high-performance equipment, is also 
CERTIFIED ISO 9001:2008, 14001:2004. 

OUR PRODUCTS
We are continuing our research and development to offer you the highest quality products on the 
market today. Our sophisticated technology, combined with our expert customer service, has made 
Candock a leader on the international market. Our systems are ready to use on delivery for any 
large-scale projects.

OUR WARRANTY
Our distribution network now includes all five continents. We have exactly what you need and we 
can deliver it – no matter where you live. With Candock’s 20-year warranty, you will walk on water 
carefree!

WHO ARE WE?

Candock is a team of 
entrepreneurs who strive 
for greater challenges on 
an everyday basis. Three 
gentlemen, based in the 
French part of Canada, 
fueled by new encounters, 
new possibilities and new 
ideas. 

Taking over a 20 years old 
family business is not a 
thing to be taken lightly 
and we are not planning on
sitting on it! 

WHO ARE WE?
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AN UNLIMITED NUMBER OF CONFIGURATIONS
These revolutionary cubes can adapt to any shoreline, and you can assemble them to create whatever shape and size you like. The 
configuration options are limitless.…Just use your imagination!

LIGHTWEIGHT, STURDY AND SAFE
The safety aspect of nautical products is critical. This is why the Candock system has undergone rigorous testing. Its safety features 
include excellent dock stability, high load capacity, an anti-skid surface and no metal parts.

POLLUTION AND UV RESISTANT 
Made of high density polyethylene resin, Candock floating cubes are remarkably resistant to impact, climate change, the adverse 
effects of water and the sun and a wide range of chemical products.

MAINTENANCE-FREE 
(100% PLASTIC) With the Candock system, the concept “maintenance-free” means ZERO maintenance – no more, no less. No more 
lost time, no more expense, and no more work to be done on a conventional wooden or metal dock year after year.

EASY AND QUICK TO ASSEMBLE
The Candock system is simple: blocks closely and firmly held together by special mounting screws. All pieces are light and easy to 
handle.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
The modular structure components do not oxidize or deteriorate. This means that the floating dock will stay in its natural state.

OPTIMIZED FOR EXPORTATION
All the products we develop are designed so that their exportation is optimized. Each cubic meter available to transport the product is
 profitable.  We can export 30% more product in one shipment than our nearest competitor which means you pay less for our product 
regardless of where you are on this blue planet.

CONSTANTLY LOOKING FOR NEW CHALLENGES
For the pas 20 years, we’ve been coming up with new ideas, new concepts and new products. We’re proud to be the main game 
changer in the modular floating dock industry and be sure that it’s just the beginning. Wait t’ill next year!

A COMPLETE ACCESSORY LINE
Ranging from LED light systems to comfortable “marine grade” furniture collections, our accessory line is loaded with everything you 
need to fully squeeze every penny out your investment. If you don't find what you’re looking for, we will get to our drafting table and 
we will create, develop, manufacture and market it for you.

A MULTI-PURPOSE SOLUTION TO YOUR PROBLEM
Being modular, our cubes can be reconfigured in practically any shape or form you can imagine. We know you know it, but, what this 
means for YOU is a completely different story. Modular also means that your “regular” dock can also be transformed in a useful work 
platform, later, a “boating dock”, the year after, a drive on system for your new “JETSKI” that you want to protect from the humidity 
and aquatic organism such as barnacles. 10 years later, it also means that when you’ll sell the cottage you’ve owned for these past 10 
years, you’ll be able to recapitalize on your initial investment because our products are built to last, not to trash.

CANDOCK PRODUCTS
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CANDOCK MARKETS

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL DOCKING 
The modular aspect of our products makes them perfectly adapted to the residential and commercial market. Easy to manipulate, 
anchor, install and maintain (100% maintenance free), our cubes have also been designed to be exported around the world intelligently 
by maximising container space. The result: the simplest, most durable product available on the market and the market, supported by 
the most efficient supply chain there is.

THE “JETSLIDE” DRY DOCKING SYSTEMS ( FOR BOATS AND PERSONNAL WATER CRAFTS )
Keep it simple is the key here. No moving parts, a durable yet modular structure, a foamed fill interior, these features translate in a 
“user-friendly” efficient product. The JETSLIDE has been especially designed to evenly distribute the watercraft’s weight, thus 
preventing any excessive pressure on the hull. The JETSLIDE is a unique patented dry dock system that protects the hull of your 
watercraft from the accumulation of shellfish and marine vegetation. The JETSLIDE also enables you to walk safely around your 
pleasure craft. No more metal structures obstructing your view

MARINAS 
The same rules as the dry docking systems apply here, “keep it simple” and “know your strengths. Candock’s marina solutions are the 
most cost efficient and practical solutions in the modular marinas market. Beneficiating of an in-house engineer service and our own 
machine shop facility, we can provide customized solutions according to your needs. Candock also offers the best and safest service 
channel system of the industry and also gives you the ability to light the surface of the dock itself. In addition to our regular product 
line, we developed a “hybrid” marina finger to get the best of both worlds, between aluminum and modular. 

LEISURE
This market is huge and we have solutions for every application: Personal watercraft renting facilities, Floating pools for high end 
hotels, docks for rowing clubs or a simple swimming platform. We have the quality and prices to meet the requirements of any project.

INDUSTRIAL AND MILITARY
For the past 20 years, we’ve been putting our products to the test in various situations. Through time, many notable companies and 
military organizations necessitated our products for various applications. We came to know what is needed to fulfill the high level 
requirements of that market and we acted accordingly. The solution is to offer the most efficient product and customized service 
available on the market. For these clients, quality at every level is paramount and that is what we offer.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
The success of Candock in this demanding market has always been its ability to offer turnkey solutions to its clients. The fact that we 
can take a project from planning phase to conclusion reassures our clients and guarantees them that everything will integrate perfectly 
and have peace of mind by doing business with only one supplier.Partnering up with the world leaders in special event planning and 
production, we developed an unprecedented expertise in the field of special events. Dubai, South Africa, China, Japan, United States, 
Canada and many other countries have required our services through time. From F1 Grand Prix, to firework platforms, to live exterior 
music festivals, we are there to provide global turnkey solutions to any “punctual” needs our clients could have.
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THE BUSINESS MODEL

FACTORY

DISTRIBUTOR
OR

DEALER

END-USER

-Continually design, manufacture and commercialize the most technologically 
advanced and cost effective products available on the market.
-Provide the best corporate structure to its network in order to eliminate any friction 
in the sales process thus making everyone involved in the cours of event as happy as 
possible.
-Strategically position the CANDOCK brand on the global market to maximize the 
generation of leads and to ultimately optimize the overall business growth.
-Honor the “20 years” warranty of our products on 5 continents.

-Purveyor of installation service, of maintenance and after sale service.
-Bringing the knowledge and “know-how” to local markets.
-Facilitating exchanges and communications with the « end-user » where the cultural differences are constraints.
-Help and participate in the continuous R&D process by bringing essential information about the product when in use.

Structure and support. These are the 2 main things we focus on at CANDOCK. Making the flow of events as structured and supported 
as possible to prevents any system failures. For that matter, we try to keep our structure as minimalist as possible while creating the 
necessary tools to help all contributors in achieving their goals.

RESPONSABILITIES

BENEFITS...

SUPPORT

RESPONSABILITIES

-Web portal for DISTRIBUTORS and DEALERS.
-Online Ordering Systems for DISTRIBUTORS and DEALERS.
-Custom software : -DOCK DESIGNER-
 in place to facilitate the quoting process for our DISTRIBUTORS and 
DEALERS.
-Industry leading website in 3 languages. SEARCH ENGINE 
OPTIMIZED on 5 continents.
-Full Marketing support for our DISTRIBUTORS and DEALERS.
-In-house workshop for aluminum and stainless-steel accessories. 
Optimal flexibility and customizability.

-Personalized customer service.
-Highest quality product at a competitive price.
-Peace of mind for over 20 years. Thanks to our limited 20 years warranty!
-Owning a product that perfectly fits their needs and expectations

-Beneficiating of a product that can be easily modified trough time 
( shape, form or size ).
-Fully experiencing a “TURN KEY SOLUTION” product.
-Doing business with a well established and reputable company.
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FINANCING

LOGISTICS

PLANNING

INSTALLATION

SERVICING

TURN KEY PROJECTS

Candock inc. is the only company producing modular floating systems that can offer you a turnkey service for all your projects. Candock 
can manufacture any accessories or equipment according to your requirements and specifications. Our turnkey solution means you deal 
with only one supplier and you save time, money and efforts. You won’t run the risk that our products are incompatible with other 
equipment.

Furthermore, Candock has qualified personnel who will supervise your project from start to finish. We also have extensive expertise in 
international large size projects. The quality of our installations, products and service is recognized worldwide.

Candock can help you develop your project from the initial idea right down to the last details. We can assist you with project plans, 
engineeering, transport, installation, etc. This is basically a complete project put together in a short time frame.

Modular floating systems
DELIVERY

DRAFTING
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UNMATCHED FEATURES AND BENEFITS

WE SHIP 30% MORE M
PER M   THAN OUR CLOSEST 
COMPETITOR SO YOU PAY LESS 
FOR YOUR PRODUCT!

2

3

30%
OUR TEAM IS AVAILABLE
WHEN YOU NEED SUPPORT.
PHONE/EMAIL/SOCIAL MEDIAS,
WE ARE REACHABLE!

WITH OUR EFFICIENT CONSULTANT 
AND DESIGN DEPARTEMENT, WE 
CAN DELIVER ANY PROJECT WITHIN 
EXETREMELY SHORT TIME FRAME.

CANDOCK OFFERS A WIDE
VARIETY OF ACCESSORIES
THAT ARE ALL COMPATIBLES
WITH OUR MODULAR SYSTEM

WE PROVIDE A COMPLETE
METAL FABRICATION SERVICE
RIGHT FROM OUR 
DISTRIBUTION CENTER

20

CANDOCK PRODUCTS ARE MANUFACTURED
ACCORDING TO THE STRICTEST STANDARDS
OF THE INSUDTRY. AN EXPERTISE OF MORE THAN
40 YEARS IN THE PLASTIC BUSINESS.

ISO 9001:2008, 14001:2004

CANDOCK’S PRODUCTS ARE COVERED
BY A 20 YEARS WARRANTY.

OUR UNIQUE IRRIGATION CHANNELS
OFFER A CLEAN AND DRY SURFACE
REGARDLESS OF THE CONDITIONS

WE ONLY USE HDPE RESIN
OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

NO FILLER MATERIALS,
ONLY VIRGIN RESIN!

A1

OUR STRICT MANUFACTURING PROCESSES 
GARANTEES A FLAT AND UNIFORM 

WALKING SURFACE WHILE ELIMINATING 
ANY GAPS BETWEEN THE CUBES 

WHEN ASSEMBLED

OUR UNIQUE BREATHABLE PLUGS 
ALLOW OUR CUBES SHAPE
TO STAY TOTALLY UNCHANGED
REGARDLESS OF THE EXTERIOR 
TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE VARIATIONS

FLAT

WE USE PREMIUM UV INHIBITORS 
THAT PREVENT THE PLASTIC FROM 

CHANGING COLOR AND DEGRADING 
PREMATURELY 

UTILISING THE BEST AND MOST
DURABLE COUPLING SYSTEM,
THE NUT AND BOLT SYSTEM,
OUR ASSEMBLY ARE  THE  MOST
DURABLE ON THE MARKET

OUR UNIQUE DIRT REPELANT DESIGN
GARANTEES YOU A CLEAN AND  
AESTHETIC LOOKING PRODUCT. 
PREVENTING ANY DIRT FROM BEEING
VISIBLE ABOVE THE WATER LINE.

THE CANDOCK SYSTEM CAN WITHSTAND
SEVERE LONG TERM WAVE ACTION WITHOUT

DAMAGE OCCURING TO THE SYSTEM ITSELF.
SEVERAL PROJECTS THAT WERE DELIVERED

IN THE 90’S ARE STILL TESTIFYING
OF THIS DURABILITY.

OUR PRODUCT ARE 100% RECYCLABLE,
THEY DO NOT DETERIORATE THROUGH

TIME AND THEY LEAVE ABSOLUTELY NO
CHEMICAL PRINT IN THE ENVIRONEMENT.

[ WHY ]
CHOOSE 
CANDOCK?


